
  

      
  

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:  CANDIE KUNG
Sunday, May 20, 2012

MODERATOR:  I'd like to welcome Candie Kung into the interview room.  Candie, 
thanks for coming in.

CANDIE KUNG:  Thank you.

MODERATOR:  Long day.  Can you walk me through your final round and how you're 
feeling?

CANDIE KUNG:  It is a pretty long day.  It's kind of blurry right now for me for the whole 
round, but I'm glad that I pushed everything to the 17th hole.  I told myself if I'm going to 
lose, I'm going to lose it on 18 or even further, and I did that.  Unfortunately, I hit a 
couple of bad shots out there, wasn't able to recover, and that kind of got me to where I 
am.

MODERATOR:  You've got to feel pretty accomplished, though, beating the No. 1 seed 
and advancing into the final rounds of Sybase.  So tell me what that means to you.

CANDIE KUNG:  It feels great.  I got a lot of text messages from my friends saying that 
I beat Yani.  She's a good friend of mine, but it's golf and I'm going to win one day, she's 
going to win one day.  But I'm very happy that I got to where I am this week, got to 
Sunday.

MODERATOR:  Any questions for Candie?

Q.  Candie, we didn't see it on TV yet.  The 16th hole, can you explain what 
happened there?

CANDIE KUNG:  I hit that shot solid, it was solid, and the wind kind of started to push 
that ball back to the hole, but somehow it -- I saw it land.  I thought it was left edge of 
the green, and then all of a sudden you see this thing just bounce straight up, and I'm 
like, what is it over there?  I didn't know what it was.  I didn't know there's a sprinkler 
head there, but it ended up -- it was one of those sprinklers on the downslope.  So if it 
would have kicked, it should have went straight, not left.  It was just kind of odd.  It was 
probably just not my round.
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Q.  What kind of lie did you have after the kick?

CANDIE KUNG:  After my second shot?  It was just one of those close your eyes and 
chop it out.  I had no idea where that one's going to go.  I was playing to hit it out to the 
right a little bit, just chop it.

Q.  (Inaudible.) 

CANDIE KUNG:  Yeah, they told me afterwards.  Yeah, I want to see the replay on that 
thing, too.

Q.  When Aza hit, she was almost close to you on her tee shot on 16.  Did you 
think that maybe you might have an opening even though you had the bad 
bounce?

CANDIE KUNG:  Yeah, I did, I did.  That's a tough shot from the left side where the 
pin -- where the pin is today.  I actually thought I had a chance, you know.  Anything 
can happen.  I could possibly chip in from there, she could miss her putt, here we go, 
1-up, two to go, never know.  Unfortunately, it didn't happen.

Q.  Candie, despite losing the championship match, what do you take from this?  
Another step toward winning again?  Take positives from it?

CANDIE KUNG:  I've been playing pretty -- this was set up for the fourth week in a row 
that I've been playing pretty consistent and I'm feeling pretty good right now.  I feel like 
my game is back to where it's supposed to be.  I haven't been playing this consistent 
like four, five weeks in a row in a while, and I'm happy to see where I'm at right now.  
And I'm going to continue to work on what I've been working on earlier in the year and 
hopefully I'll be able to finish consistently through all year.

MODERATOR:  Any more questions for Candie?

Q.  Were you able to find a hotel last yet?

CANDIE KUNG:  Actually, Yani gave me her room.  I beat her and she has to give me a 
room.

Q.  Who paid for it?

CANDIE KUNG:  Oh, I don't know.  We're going to have to talk about that.

MODERATOR:  All right.  Thank you, Candie.

CANDIE KUNG:  Thank you.  
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